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e satisfy globally
the Retailers’ Auto-ID
business needs, from
the Distribution Center
to the Checkout and the
Shoppers’ Home, with a
uniquely innovative
product and solution
portfolio,supported by
a tailored customer
service.

DISTRIBUTION CENTER
WAREHOUSE

STORE AUTOMATION

CHECKOUT POS

DISTRIBUTION CENTER & WAREHOUSE
•
•
•
•

Mobile Computers
Stationary Industrial Scanners
Industrial Hand Held Scanners
Sensor & Safety

Inventory management plays a key role in delivering an exceptional and seamless customer
experience. In today’s retail environment, customers can make a purchase inside a physical
store or virtually from any location using a variety of channels and expect product to be readily
available for shipment. To support the rising demands of omni-channel fulfillment, retailers
rely on Datalogic solutions to implement best practices and optimize product delivery from a
multitude of inventory locations within their enterprise.
Datalogic industrial handheld scanners, rugged mobile computers, smart cameras, fixed
readers and vision systems help identify and track items providing an effective and efficient
retail inventory management.

STORE AUTOMATION
•
•
•
•

Mobile Computers
General Duty Hand Held Scanners
Self-shopping
Queue-busting

CUSTOMER SERVICE
ORGANIZATION
Datalogic’s Customer Service Organization
offers a wide and complete range of post-sales
services. It is organized in three levels of support,
in order to guarantee the most appropriate
professional assistance based on the specific problem.
Datalogic’s Customer Service can deploy in each
territory a team of multi-lingual professionals,
with a broad technical expertise across the whole
product range.
Our standard service portfolio includes: warranty
extension, fast turnaround time for repairs,
24/7/365 phone support, next day on-site
intervention and site audits. Datalogic can tailor
the service offering to your specific needs.
Our experts will support every stage of your
projects, from feasibility study to extended
post-sales support, performing, when necessary,
root cause analysis and remediation.

Store Associates are the key to delivering a remarkable customer experience and engagement
leading to reoccurring visits. To do this, retailers depend on Datalogic technology in the hands
of each associate to execute traditional retail functions such as price checks, markdowns, and
inventory look up. These same tools are also used for new non-traditional functions such as
Mobile POS, multimedia product demonstrations, online product comparisons, and omnichannel fulfillment.
Mobile devices such as the new Memor™1 and 10 mobile computer series with Android
platform, Skorpio and Falcon equip the retail associates with the technology necessary to
execute retail functions that maximize their productivity while delivering excellent customer
service.

CHECKOUT POS
•
•
•
•

In-Counter/On-Counter Scanners/Scales
General Duty Hand Held Scanners
Presentation Scanners
Loss Prevention

Retail store formats range from small kiosks to hypermarkets, each with its individual checkout
configuration requirements. Datalogic has unparalleled leadership in reliable checkout POS
solutions that enable retailers to enhance checkout speed as well as improve transaction
accuracy and efficiency.
To support the different configuration needs at the checkouts, Datalogic offers an extensive line
of technology solutions such as 100% digital imaging scanners, automated scanning portals,
presentation scanners, handheld scanners, self-shopping systems, mobile POS devices and
much more.

EASEOFCARE
Service Programs
Datalogic’s EASEOFCARE Service Programs
provide superior life-cycle support to ensure
that products are always operating at peak
performance.
A variety of Service Programs are available to
match your business requirements:
EXTENDED RANGE OF COVERAGE
(3 and 5-year options available)
FASTEST REPAIR TURNAROUND TIME
ENHANCED FREIGHT CONDITIONS
FACTORY PARTS AND PROCEDURES
SELECTED FACTORY UPGRADES
BATTERY MANAGEMENT

Please contact your sales representative to
find out what type of services are available
in your region.
www.datalogic.com

DISTRIBUTION CENTER
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1. Receiving

2. Tracking

3. Order Fullfilment

4. Shipping

When a new item, typically a
pallet, or a parcel, arrives at a
Distribution Center, Datalogic’D
technology provides solutions
for item identification (manual or
automatic), dimensional checks,
and verification of the printed &
applied labels. From this moment,
the item can be accepted into the
Distribution Center and stored
or processed, adapting to any
Warehouse Management System
(WMS) allocation strategy.

Once the item has been accepted
into the Distribution Center, the
WMS decides for its temporary
allocation. Datalogic solutions for
identification, detection, and safety
provide a reliable, fast and safe
storage into the allocated target
locations, even in low temperature
areas. The effectiveness of these
Datalogic solutions are critical to
the efficiency of the warehouse
and to keep the supply chain cycle
running smoothly.

This is a core function of the
Distribution Center. Retailers
adopting an omni-channel strategy
are presented with different
challenges, from varying order
sizes to expedited delivery times of
items located in different locations.
Datalogic has a unique solution
portfolio that helps increase speed
and accuracy both in manual and
automatic order-picking and sorting.
Linear cameras can offer unbeatable
advantage in high-speed automatic
sorting, while mobile and hand-held
products increase productivity.

When items to fulfill an order are
picked and/or sorted, they need to
reach the correct outbound area.
With thousands of items waiting
to be palletized or directly shipped,
the order accuracy is simply A
MUST! Shipping mistakes costs
money and affect the overall quality
perception of the retailer. Datalogic
is a strategic partner in this
process, offering machine vision
and imaging technologies with
hand-held and mobile products.
These solutions are essential to
help maximize the order accuracy
and improve delivery reliability.

WAREHOUSE
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1. Inventory Management

2. Storage

3. Receiving

4. Reverse Logistics

Datalogic’s handheld mobile
computers, industrial imagers and
scanners keep inventory
accurate while providing useful
business intelligence data for future
planning and operations. Inventory
tasks including receiving, stocking,
cycle counting, and restocking are
completed effectively and efficiently
using devices that are built to
survive warehouse environments
without causing worker fatigue.

Tasks such as receiving, putting
away, cycle counting, and
restocking are completed effectively
and efficiently with devices that
are built to survive warehouse
environments without causing
worker fatigue.
Datalogic handheld mobile
computers keep this inventory
accurate while making it easy and
intuitive for workers.

Warehouse inventory management
is a fast-paced and rugged
environment that demands up-tothe-minute accuracy for maximum
efficiency and profitability. Datalogic
handheld mobile computers and
industrial imagers and scanners
keep inventory accurate.

E-commerce has altered the
number of returned products that
Retailers must handle. Datalogic
can offer several systems based
on Stationary Industrial Scanners
as well as a unique and fully
integrated solution such as the
Jade™ automated scanning
portal, which is designed to handle
returned products at production
and shipping levels.

STORE AUTOMATION
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1. Shelf Replenishment

2. Inventory

3. Self Shopping

4. Queue Busting

Low or missing shelf stock leads
to lost revenue and poor service
ratings. Retailers keep their shelves
replenished ensuring products
are ready to buy. Datalogic mobile
computers such as the New
Memor™ 10 PDA and Joya™ Touch
A6 or the Gryphon™ handheld
scanners are intuitive devices
for retail staff operations with
the ergonomics to keep them
productive all day.

Operations require retail staff to
execute various tasks to manage
inventory. Price checks, mark
downs, stock check, replenishment,
order picking, and more are all
completed effectively and efficiently
using Datalogic mobile computers
and handheld scanners.

Only Datalogic can deliver a
complete solution for self-shopping
that empowers customers to
directly scan their groceries while
shopping. The Shopevolution™
middleware and Joya handheld
device together help retailers
increase revenues and cut cost at
checkout. Shopevolution delivers
an enhanced shopping experience
and supports the use of customer
smartphones for shopping.

Retailers need maximum floor
space for products that generate
revenue. When shopper demand
increases and causes long queues
at the checkout, more checkout
lanes are not an option. Datalogic
queue-busting solutions provide
retailers with the ideal tool when
managing periodic demands. The
Joya™ Touch device for queuebusting is easy to implement and
reduces queues at the checkout
with no modifications to the POS.

CHECKOUT POS
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1. Countertop & Handheld
Scanning

2. Large Item Scanning

3. Fixed Scanning

4. Automatic Scanning

C-Stores, pharmacy, non-grocery,
fashion, DIY and many more have
specific checkout needs dependent
on their product mix and the
checkout configuration. Datalogic
has a complete offering of
checkout solutions for countertop
and handheld use. These scanners
provide fast, accurate, and reliable
scanning for checkout at any retail
enterprise.

Where large items need to be
identified, scanners such as
Gryphon™ Handheld Series provide
maximum flexibility in reach and
reliability. Repeated shocks at the
POS checkout will not inhibit the
scanner’s performance or reliability,
protecting the retailer’s investment.
In case of extreme environment
or need to add a bi-directional
communication functionality with
keypad and display directly in the
scanners, the PowerScan™ Retail
can be conveniently adopted.

As the global market leader in fixed
retail checkout, Datalogic delivers
retailers maximum innovation and
technology. The Magellan™ Series
of fixed scanners are used by the
top ten grocery retailers worldwide
and were the first to deliver 100%
digital imaging technology to
grocery checkout.

Datalogic is the industry leader for
automated retail checkout scanning
that maximizes the
checkout throughput in grocery.
The Jade automated scanning
portal provides 360˚ scanning
of items as they travel on a highspeed belt. The system identifies
items regardless of orientation with
or without a bar code.

Datalogic is a global leader in the automatic data capture and process automation markets,
specialized in the designing and production of bar code readers, mobile computers, sensors for
detection, measurement and safety, RFID vision and laser marking systems. Datalogic solutions
help to increase the efficiency and quality of processes in the Retail, Manufacturing, Transportation
& Logistics and Healthcare industries, along the entire value chain.
The world’s leading players in the four reference industries use Datalogic products, certain of the
attention to the customer and of the quality of the products that the Group has been offering for
47 years.
Today Datalogic Group, headquartered in Bologna (Italy), employs approximately 3,200 staff
worldwide, distributed in 28 countries, with manufacturing and repair facilities in the USA, Brazil,
Italy, Slovakia, Hungary, Vietnam, China and Australia. In 2018 Datalogic had a turnover of 631
million Euros and invested over 61,9 million Euros in Research & Development, with an asset of
more than 1,200 patents in multiple jurisdictions.
Datalogic S.p.A. is listed in the STAR segment of the Italian Stock Exchange since 2001 as DAL.MI.
More information about Datalogic at www.datalogic.com.
Datalogic and the Datalogic logo are registered trademarks of Datalogic S.p.A. in many countries,
including the U.S.A. and the E.U.
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